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Heat-shock or stress proteins (HSPs) are intracellular molecules that are expressed under
cellular stress and have housekeeping and cytoprotective functions. Many of them act
also as molecular chaperones, assisting the correct folding, stabilization, and
translocation of proteins. In pathological situations, such as necrotic cell death, they can
be released into the extracellular environment complexed with intact or fragmented
cellular proteins. Evidence is now accumulating to indicate that, under certain
circumstances, these complexes can contribute to induction of autoimmunity by
receptor-mediated activation of the innate immune response (signaling the “danger”) and
by participation in the presentation of autoantigens for the adaptive immune response
(acting as natural adjuvants). In addition, the conservation of HSPs through prokaryotes
and eukaryotes, together with the increased production of host and microbial HSPs at the
site of infection, has led to the proposition that these proteins may provide a link
between infection and autoimmunity. This review outlines the mechanisms for the
potential involvement of chaperones in the induction of autoimmune disease.
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molecules that are expressed under cellular stress and have housekeeping
and cytoprotective functions. Many of them act also as molecular chaperones, assisting the correct folding, stabilization, and translocation of
proteins. In pathological situations, such as necrotic cell death, they can
be released into the extracellular environment complexed with intact or
fragmented cellular proteins. Evidence is now accumulating to indicate
that, under certain circumstances, these complexes can contribute to induction of autoimmunity by receptor-mediated activation of the innate
immune response (signaling the “danger”) and by participation in the
presentation of autoantigens for the adaptive immune response (acting
as natural adjuvants). In addition, the conservation of HSPs through
prokaryotes and eukaryotes, together with the increased production of
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that these proteins may provide a link between infection and autoimmunity. This review outlines the mechanisms for the potential involvement
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HEAT-SHOCK / STRESS PROTEINS AND MOLECULAR
CHAPERONES
Cell stressors including heat, irradiation, reactive oxygen species, hypoxia,
pH shift, infection, inflammation, nutritional deficiency, and exposure to chemical agents cause modifications of the intracellular milieu. They include downregulation of many housekeeping genes and activation of stress genes that are
usually transcribed at low levels in the absence of stress.1,2 The products of
these genes are called heat-shock stress proteins (HSPs) and have the capacity
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to stabilize and refold the partially denatured proteins or mediate the degradation of nonreversibly damaged proteins under stress conditions. Under physiological conditions, some of these proteins function as molecular chaperones.
They assist a nascent polypeptide chain to attain a functional conformation
and then bring the protein to the cellular site where it carries out its functions.3
The term “heat shock proteins” is somewhat of a misnomer, as they are not
induced solely by heat shock. However, for historical reasons, the term “HSP”
is used even if the parent gene is induced by other than heat-shock stressors.
We should also note that many HSPs are not chaperones and, conversely, only
a fraction of chaperones are encoded in genes that are inducible by stressors
and thus belong to the stress proteins. Therefore, the terms “HSPs” and “chaperones” have to be used carefully to avoid misunderstanding (e.g., a HSP is not
necessarily induced by heat shock and a chaperone is not necessarily a HSP).
Chaperones and HSPs are classified into groups according their localization
and molecular mass in kilodaltons (kDa). The best-understood HSPs are those
with a molecular weight of 110, 90, 70, and 60 kDa, respectively, called also
major HSPs. They are constitutively expressed primarily in the cytosol and mitochondria in the absence of heat stress and their expression can be upregulated
by various stressors. The second group comprises the “minor” HSPs, which
are located primary in the rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and are induced
by glucose deprivation. This group includes glucose-regulated proteins (grp)
with molecular weights of 34, 47, 56, 75, 78, 94, and 174 kDa. A third group
consists of low (about 20 kDa) molecular mass HSPs.
HSP60 and HSP70 families are the major chaperones of the cytosol. HSP70s
are highly conserved and demonstrate a 60–78% base identity among eukaryotic cells and a 40–60% identity between eukaryotic HSP70 and Escherichia
coli DNAK.4,5 HSP70 family members are equipped with two major functional
domains, including a C-terminal region that binds peptides and denatured proteins, and an N-terminal ATPase domain that controls the opening and closing
of the peptide-binding domain.6 The HSP60 family comprises HSP60 in mammals, mycobacterial homologue mHSP65, chlamydial HSP60, and the E. coli
homologue GroEL.7 HSP60 family members bind to partially folded polypeptides and assist in their correct folding as well as in their assembly in multimeric
complexes.6
In the ER the major chaperones include Grp78, Grp58, calnexin, and calreticulin. Grp78 (also referred to as BiP, the immunoglobulin binding protein)8
interacts with many secretory and membrane proteins within the ER during
the course of their maturation. Grp58 belongs to the family of disulfide isomerases, the folding enzymes of the ER, which catalyze the formation of
disulfide bonds.9 Calnexin and calreticulin are thought to function as chaperones monitoring the folding and assembly of glycoproteins.10 Calreticulin
is also considered to recognize specific oligosaccharides in the carbohydrate
portion of glycoproteins, acting like a lectin.11
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CHAPERONES AND THE IMMUNE SYSTEM
The most appropriate stimulus for innate immunity is the exposure to a foreign molecule in a “dangerous” milieu. In this context, “danger” is signaled
by certain conserved molecules of invading pathogens (pathogen-associated
molecular pattern, PAMP). The essential decision for responding to or ignoring a particular antigen is made by innate immune recognition receptors upon
activation by PAMP molecules, such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS) or bacterial CpG DNA.12 Receptors of this type, called pattern recognition receptors
(PRRs) have been identified in large numbers. Many recently cloned PRRs
belong to the expanding family of toll-like receptors (TLRs). An alternative
pathway for the activation of innate immunity was proposed by Matzinger.
The so-called “danger theory” states that, in addition, innate immunity can be
activated by endogenous substances released by damaged or stressed tissue.13
Thus, stressed mammalian cells can messenger stress to other (immune or
nonimmune) cells. Potential candidates for signaling tissue damage or cellular
stress are heat-shock proteins. In this regard, HSP60 and HSP70 have been
found capable of signaling through CD14, TLR-2, and TLR-4.14–16
In addition to having a function as stimulators of the innate immune system, HSPs have been also shown to play a role in generating antigen-specific
T cell responses.17,18 The proposed mechanism is that peptides, complexed
with the HSPs—including HSP70, Gp96, and calreticulin—are delivered to
antigen-presenting cells (APCs) by receptor-mediated internalization of the
HSPs, making them available for processing and presentation on major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules. Specific receptor-mediated mechanisms exist for the capture and internalization of HSPs,19 suggesting that crosspresentation of HSP-derived antigenic determinants is a legitimate mechanism
for cross-priming by professional APCs.
Moreover, HSPs can be overexpressed in different pathologic conditions and
serve as specific targets of the adaptive immune response. All these discrete
immunological functions of HSPs are discussed in detail in the following
paragraphs.
HSPs as Targets of the Immune Response
Infection is a stressful process—for both the pathogen and the host—and
therefore inevitably results in increased production of molecular chaperones
by the pathogen as well as by the host. The conservation of HSPs through
prokaryotes and eukaryotes, together with the increased production of host
and microbial HSPs at the site of infection, has led to suggestions that crossreactivity between host and pathogen HSPs might be responsible for a variety
of autoreactive disorders that are associated with high frequency recognition of
HSPs.7,20 In this context, the possible involvement of mycobacterial HSP70 in
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the autoantibody production in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) has been
indicated in one study.21
Regardless of the participation of HSPs in the pathogenesis of autoimmunity via antigenic cross-reactivity, HSPs are capable of eliciting immune responses.22 Autoantibodies and cells reactive to HSP have been detected in
patients with rheumatoid arthritis,23 SLE,24 inflammatory bowel disease,25
multiple sclerosis,26,27 Bechet’s disease,28 ocular inflammation,29 and development of vascular lesions.30 The role of this autoimmune response to HSPs
in various diseases has not been yet identified. In one case autoantibodies to
HSP90 have been correlated with elevated levels of IL-6 in SLE.31 In another
study, a cross-recognition between the HSP60 and the Ro60 autoantigen, has
been demonstrated.32,33
Besides molecular mimicry, a process known as intermolecular spreading of humoral autoimmunity has been implicated for the induction of autoantibodies against HSPs. As a model for epitope spreading, the Ro/La ribonucleoprotein complex (RNP) was used. This autoantigenic complex is
formed by the noncovalent association of the Ro52, La, and Ro60 autoantigens with a small cytoplasmic RNA (hYRNA).34 The chaperone calreticulin
has been also identified as an additional component of the complex.35 Immunization experiments showed spreading of the immune response from Ro52
and Ro60—but not La—to calreticulin in murine experimental autoimmunity,
consistent with the notion that calreticulin may associate with the subpopulation of Ro particles from which La has already dissociated.36 Subsequent
work from the same group demonstrated additional spreading of autoimmunity to the Bip and HSP70 chaperones after immunization with Ro52 and
Ro60 autoantigens, suggesting that these components may co-localize and
physically associate under certain conditions. The potential importance of the
ER-resident chaperones, Bip and calreticulin, in autoimmune response against
Ro/La RNP is further supported by their co-localization with Ro in small
apoptotic membrane blebs37 and the finding that Bip interacts with the Ro52
autoantigen.38
HSPs as Pro-inflammatory Mediators
The “danger theory” asserts that—in addition to infectious non-selfagents—professional APCs can be activated by endogenous substances released by damaged, infected, stressed, or transformed cells.13,39 The first piece
of evidence demonstrating that HSP60 and HSP70 stimulate human monocytes to release proinflammatory cytokines was presented in 1993.40–42 Later,
many authors provided further evidence for signaling and activation of different cells by HSP60 and HSP70.43 However, it was found that LPS contamination has biased the results of these early experiments. The remarkable
findings of Bausinger et al. call more attention to the interpretation of the
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results obtained before 2002.44 These authors reported that endotoxin-free
recombinant HSP70 fails to activate dendritic cells. In line with these observations, Gao et al. published two papers on the meticulous investigation of HSP-induced cytokine production by murine macrophages. HSP70
or HSP60 preparations with very low endotoxin contamination had no stimulatory effect on murine macrophages.45,46 For this reason, researchers introduced more appropriate controls to rule out the potential LPS contamination present in recombinant preparations used for cell stimulation. In recent
years, convincing evidence from well-documented studies indicate that the
recognition of HSPs by different cells and the activation of targeted cells is
a receptor-mediated process. Extracellular HSP60 from both bacteria and humans can stimulate a proinflammatory phenotype in various cells including
monocytes/macrophages, dendritic cells, and vascular endothelial cells. These
cells present increased expression of cell-surface adhesion molecules and release proinflammatory cytokines. The receptor(s) for human HSP60 is CD14
and/or TLR2 and/or TLR4.47 Exogenous human and bacterial HSP70 proteins
also stimulate monocytes/macrophages and dendritic cells via a plethora of receptors including CD14,48 TLR2, TLR4,49 CD40,50,51 CD91,52 and LOX-1.53
The stimulation of proinflammatory behavior in various cells can also trigger
the generation of adaptive immune response. Thus, both HSP60 and HSP70
seem to initiate the MyD88-dependent, Th1-type response–inducing pathway.54
HSPs as Potent Antigen Carriers
HSPs such as HSP70, HSP90, gp96, HSP110, grp170, and calreticulin
(CRT) associate with a broad array of peptides generated within the cells.55,56
These peptides include normal self-peptides as well as antigenic peptides
derived from tumor,57 bacterial antigens,58 or viral antigens.59 The crosspresentation hypothesis suggests that the complexes of HSP-chaperoned peptides released from the cells, after stress or cell death, are taken up by the
APCs, resulting in representation (cross-presentation) of the peptides by MHC
molecules of the APCs56 A large body of evidence suggests that HSP–peptide
complexes, which are generated within cells, can be used to immunize mice and
elicit antigen-specific CD8+ T cell responses. Immunization with femtomolar
quantities of antigenic peptides chaperoned by HSPs (but not other proteins)
is effective in eliciting such T cell responses.60 On theoretical grounds, immunization with such a small quantity can be effective only after receptor-mediated
endocytosis of the HSP-chaperoned peptides.61 In attempting to identify the
HSP receptor, Binder et al.62 applied solubilized membranes of APCs to gp96
affinity columns and eluted and sequenced a gp96-binding protein. This turned
out to be the previously known receptor of 2-macroglobulin, CD91. The CD91
molecule appears to function as the receptor not only for gp96, but also for
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HSP90, HSP70, and calreticulin–peptide complexes,52 although other receptors have also been proposed, including CD4050 and LOX-1.53
It is now well accepted that HSPs act to chaperone peptides present in the
cytosol for presentation and processing via the MHC class I molecule-loading
pathway.61,63 It has also been shown that gp96-associated peptides, besides
MHC class I molecule-loading pathway, can enter an acidic compartment and
load onto MHC class II molecules, implicating gp96 in MHC class II presentation.64 Previous studies showed that exogenous bacterial HSPs enhance
the class II MHC antigen processing and presentation of chaperoned peptides
to CD4+ T cells. Roth et al. demonstrated an enhancing effect of bacterial
DNAK, the E. coli analogue of HSP70, in the MHC class II-dependent presentation of recombinant human acetylcholine receptor alpha-subunit Ag.65
Similarly, Tobian et al. showed that exogenous bacterial HSPs (E. coli DNAK
and Mycobacterium tuberculosis HSP70) delivered an extended OVA peptide
for processing and MHC-II presentation, as detected by hybridoma T cells.
These HSPs enhanced MHC-II presentation only if the peptide was chaperoned by the HSP. This process was found to be independent of TLR-induced
induction of accessory molecules since it was intact in MyD88 knockout cells,
which lack most TLR signaling.66
Recently, evidence that endogenous HSPs are involved in MHC class II
antigen presentation has been provided. Mycko et al., using MHC class II
APCs, overexpressing HSP70 and an MBP-specific TCR hybridoma as well
as T cell lines, demonstrated that HSP70 binds MBP peptides in an ATP/ADPdependent manner and is actively involved in MHC class II-dependent autoantigen processing by the APCs.67 Doody et al. compared the ability of
the ER-resident HSP gp96 to prime CD4 and CD8 cells using TCR transgenic adoptive transfer systems and soluble gp96–peptide complexes. It was
found that gp96 facilitated the in vivo cross-presentation of both class-I and
class-II restricted peptides to CD8 and CD4 T cells, respectively. However,
gp96 preferentially primed CD8—but not CD4—cell effector function.68 In
another study, using a soluble heat-shock fusion protein (Hsfp) having peptide
sequences capable of inducing both CD4+ and CD8+ cells, it was found that
many more class-II MHC peptide than class-I MHC peptide complexes are
displayed on dendritic cells. In this study, the CD4 cells were found to respond
far more vigorously than the CD8 cells.69 In a similar way, taking advantage
of an identified region in HIV Gag p24 that contains overlapping CTL and
Th epitopes, Sen et al. studied the simultaneous presentation of these epitopes
from a single precursor peptide complexed to HSP gp96. They demonstrated
an efficient HSP-mediated presentation of at least eight different CTL and
Th epitopes from the same precursor peptide sequence and induction of both
CD8+ and CD4+ T-cell responses, respectively.70
Taken together, internalized HSP–peptide complexes can enter the MHC
class I- and class II-enriched compartments by a receptor-mediated uptake and
be presented to CD8 and CD4 T cells, eliciting a peptide-specific response.
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HSPs as Natural Adjuvants
HSPs chaperone peptides, enchancing their antigenicity. One of the beststudied examples is the ER-resident chaperone calreticulin. Calreticulin is
upregulated in response to various types of ER stress and has the ability to
bind to glycoproteins containing monoglucosylated core glycans as well as to
several nonglycosylated peptides. The ability of calreticulin to interact with
nonglycosylated polypeptide substrates in vitro is highly influenced by environmental parameters, including the temperature and the presence of ATP
and divalent cations. It has been suggested that exposure at high temperatures
permits the exchange of naturally bound peptides to calreticulin with those
added exogenously.71,72 ATP binding to calreticulin increases its hydrophobicity, resulting in significant conformational alterations of the molecule.73
Similarly, divalent cations appear to play a regulatory role on its activity as
chaperone, most probably by neutralizing its negative charges, thereby inducing specific conformational changes.74 A recent study demonstrated that the
polypeptide-binding conformation of calreticulin is induced by heat shock,
calcium depletion, or by deletion of the C-terminal acidic region.75 Thus, cell
stress conditions that generate nonnative substrates of calreticulin also affect
the conformational properties of calreticulin itself, and enhance its binding to
substrates, independent of substrate glucosylation.
We observed previously that calreticulin can be complexed with specific epitopes, inducing conformation-dependent recognition by autoantibodies from
autoimmune human sera.76 In our study calreticulin was isolated from human spleen, using a multistep purification method, and allowed to interact
with seven biotinylated epitopes of Ro60, La, and Sm autoantigens. Among
the synthetic peptides tested, only the two epitopes of Ro60 kDa autoantigen,
spanning the sequences 175–184aa and 216–232aa, exhibited a substantial
binding to calreticulin. Our results indicated that calreticulin–Ro60 kD peptide
interaction was favored by heating at 40◦ C, the presence of ATP, and optimum
concentrations of divalent ions. These conditions not only increased the interaction of calreticulin with Ro60 kDa epitopes, but also the antigenicity of the complex that exhibited a much more stronger anti-Ro60 kDa reactivity compared to
that observed when calreticulin and peptides were tested individually. In fact, all
anti-Ro60 kDa–positive sera of patients with autoimmune rheumatic diseases
recognized the complex calreticulin–peptide, while the same sera displayed
very low reactivity when tested individually with calreticulin or the Ro epitopes
alone (TABLE 1). It was therefore proposed that calreticulin may play a more active role for the generation of autoimmune response against Ro60 kDa. According to our hypothesis, calreticulin can be released into the extracellular space,
together with Ro fragments, after necrosis or cell lysis by cytotoxic T cells.77,78
Under certain physicochemical conditions favored by the microenviromental
milieu, calreticulin can bind Ro peptides, eventually increasing their antigenicity. The complex is then transported to professional APCs and the peptides are
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TABLE 1. Reactivity of autoimmune sera against calreticulin (Crtc), Ro60 epitopes (10p
and 17p), and calreticulin peptide complexes (Crtc-17p and Crtc-10p)

anti-Ro (+)
anti-Ro (−)

Crtc-17p (%)

Crtc-10p (%)

Crtc (%)

17p (%)

10p

100
8

95
4

8
4

29
0

11%
4%

presented to autoreactive Th cells. In this regard calreticulin is used as a vehicle
to deliver peptides in the immune system, augmenting the specific autoimmune
response.
Recently, evidence for a similar mechanism has been provided for HSP70.79
The heat-shock protein HSP70 was found to enhance antigen-specific proliferation of human CD4+ memory T cells and to increase the immunogenicity of
presented peptides. At low doses of antigen, stimulation with HSP70–peptide
complexes was found to be far superior to stimulation with peptide alone. The
complex formation of the antigenic peptide with HSP70 was found to be absolutely required in order to elicit an antigen-specific amplification. In this
scenario, the induction of HSP70 decreases the threshold of activation of human CD4+ T cells by the antigenic peptide. The increased reactivity of T cells
against a peptide chaperoned by HSP indicates a putative involvement of HSP
in the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases. Thus, the induction of HSP by
certain stress factors, such as infection, would facilitate an immune response

FIGURE 1. Proposed mechanism for the role of chaperones in the pathogenesis of
autoimmunity.
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to a given peptide of the self that would not be immunogenic under conditions
where HSP is not available.

CHAPERONES AND AUTOIMMUNITY
HSPs seem to be directly involved in the pathogenesis of autoimmunity.
They can also be directly implicated for the induction of autoimmunity if we
summarize the functions of HSPs and consider the following series of events:
Under specific conditions HSPs can meet self proteins, which are normally
resident in different compartments of the cell. For example after induction of
apoptosis or after a viral infection, which is accompanied by ER remodeling,
the ER-resident chaperones can interact with intact or fragmented cytoplasmic
autoantigens, thus enchancing their antigenicity.76,38 Following subsequent
secondary necrosis, extracellular HSPs may be released that can act as both
proinflammatory mediators (signaling the “danger”) and antigen carriers, facilitating cross-presentation of their “antigenic cargo” to sensitized Th and
CTL cells. The activation of autoreactive T cells in the “proinflammatory milieu” of their microenvironment seems to be sufficient for the induction of
humoral and cellular autoimmunity (FIG. 1).
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